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Box provides a singular repository for organizations to work across their 
extended enterprise, enabling them to collaborate, manage, and govern the 
content that powers their business. With Box Governance, organizations can 
classify, put retention policies, and set in-place preservation on content, holding 
it for litigation while maintaining the chain of custody for auditing purposes.  
Exterro complements these capabilities by enabling users to preserve data in 
place within Box directly from the Exterro solution and automating the entire 
Legal Hold process. 

• Companies can preserve content in place in Box using Box 
Governance - either for a point in time or indefinitely if the end 
date for preservation requirements is unknown

• Companies can export the specific content preserved in Box 
into Exterro for advanced review and analysis

• Using these two systems greatly reduces the risk of pre-trial 
evidentiary fines or sanctions due to data spoliation 

• Eliminate manual identification, preservation, 
collection, and review of cloud content

• Reduce risk of data spoliation and pre-trial 
evidentiary sanctions or fines

• Orchestrate the entire e-discovery process 

Through Exterro’s comprehensive early case assessment capabilities, users can utilize complex search criteria 
to find potentially responsive data stored in Box and easily scan each identified document prior to collection, 
saving significant time and cost. 

The integration enables customers to concurrently collect and process data stored or preserved in Box into 
the Exterro Review module without delays, handoffs, and complex promotion/staging procedures common in 
other platforms. 
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Box and Exterro have partnered together 
to provide an industry–leading approach to 
proactively preserve, analyze, collect, and review 
data stored within Box. The integration between 
these two industry-leading solutions significantly 
reduces the risk of data spoliation while also 
decreasing the time and cost it takes to get to the 
facts of every matter in a fully defensible process.

Proactive In-Place Data Preservation 
and Legal Hold Capabilities

Maintaining the chain of custody for 
e-discovery with Box and Exterro

Key Points:

Together, Box and Exterro 
enable organizations to: 

Get to the facts of every matter quickly, inexpensively, 
and defensibly with Box and Exterro. 

• Using these two systems greatly reduces the cost of discovery 
by reducing the time spent finding and preserving content and 
the time and money spent analyzing irrelevant content

• Companies can use Exterro's integration with Box Governance 
to preserve content in place in Box 

• Using Box (and Box Governance) and Exterro enables you 
to centralize content as much as possible for preservation, 
analysis, and production - again saving time and money and 
reducing corporate risk

Ability to Identify Potentially Responsive Data Prior to Collection

Easy Collection and Processing of Data 

Transforming Your 
E-Discovery Strategy 
for Cloud Content
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